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Abstract—Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems can
be adopted in cooperative wireless networks to bring further
space diversity or/and to improve the throughput of the system.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of MIMO applied
to a turbo coded cooperation system. The considered system is
studied under two scenarios where the sources transmit all the
time over either orthogonal channels or non-orthogonal channels.
For the latter, interleave-division multiple-access (IDMA) is used
for multi-source detection. The performance improvement are
evaluated in terms of reliability (Frame error rate) and efficiency
(throughput efficiency), as well as to determine the channel
conditions where adopting MIMO in addition to cooperation is
beneficial.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interest in cooperative communications for wireless
networks has been rising sharply in the recent years. The
major benefit of cooperative communication is that, exploiting
the intrinsic broadcast nature of the wireless channel, several
nodes help each other by sharing their own antennas in order
to transmit information to the destination. This is an efficient
way to introduce space diversity. In [1], it was shown that
cooperation between sources brings higher data rates as well
as higher reliability. A practical cooperation scheme, known
as coded cooperation (CCoop), was proposed in [2, 3], where
channel coding and cooperation were combined. In particular,
distributed turbo coding and cyclic redundancy code (CRC) at
the partner node was proposed in [3] as an efficient coding
scheme for cooperation, called turbo coded cooperation (TC-
Coop). The partner decodes, interleaves and re-encodes the
message prior to forwarding (decode-and-forward protocol).
This approach benefits from cooperative diversity, coding and
turbo processing gain.
On the other hand, it is known that the achievable capacity
of wireless communications increases when multiple transmit-
ter and receiver antennas are used. Therefore, we still witness
an increasing interest in the research community on multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
This work was performed in the framework of the PREDIT research project
MOCAMIMODYN (MOde`les de CAnaux MIMO DYNamiques en tunnels
pour des applications transport public). The authors would like to thank the
french National Research Agency (ANR) for financial support of this project.
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Fig. 1. A three-node cooperative wireless network: Each source acts as a
relay for its partner
In this paper, we propose then to study the turbo coded
cooperation scheme using MIMO systems in the operating
nodes. This study is important in order to check if MIMO
techniques still bring further gains besides the distributed
space diversity offered by the cooperative system.
Furthermore, compared to the non-cooperative scheme, it
is well-known that the coded cooperation may suffer from a
throughput degradation, since two phases are always occupied
for a single frame. The second phase brings degradation in
throughput if the frames from both sources are correctly
decoded in the first phase. Therefore, in order to improve the
throughput efficiency of such cooperative systems, we consider
a more general multi-source cooperative network based on the
turbo coded cooperation scheme where both sources transmit
to a destination over non-orthogonal multiple-access channel.
Several transmitting techniques can be used to deal with this
multiple-access interference at the destination. Among them,
we consider the use of interleave-division multiple-access
(IDMA) for multi-source detection. This choice is dictated by
the low complexity of the IDMA receiver. Separation between
sources is obtained by the use of a different interleaver for
each source. The complexity of the IDMA receiver increases
linearly with the number of the sources [4].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
general system model with MIMO systems is defined in
Section II. In Section III, we describe the original turbo
coded cooperation scheme, over the orthorgonal channels
scenario. We further present the more general scheme, where
non-orthogonal channels are assumed for the second binding
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Fig. 2. Local information transmission during the broadcast phase.
cooperation phase. The IDMA technique used for multi-source
detection, is explained for this particular context. Finally,
numerical results are given in Section V and some conclusions
are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the wireless relay network depicted in Fig. 1.
Two sources s1 and s2 cooperate to transmit statistically
independent data to a single destination d. Both sources
operate in the half-duplex setup. Source si (i = 1, 2) can either
transmit its own local information (transmission mode) or help
the partner node by relaying its information (relaying mode).
We denote by uiL the local data at source si. Both sources
are equipped with two encoders Ca and Cb of rates Ra = 1/2
and Rb = 1, respectively. Multiple-antenna may be employed
on the operating nodes (sources and destination). In this case,
a space multiplexing (SM) operation is performed, generating
ziL and zi, during the broadcast phase and the cooperation
phase, respectively. This operation allows to achieve more
diversity as well as higher data rates. On the other hand, a
maximum likelihood (ML) is used in order to perform MIMO
detection.
Thereafter, we describe the considered MIMO channel
with Nt transmit antennas, Nr receive antennas and perfect
Channel State Information (CSI) at the receiver but not at
the transmitter. All channels are modeled as Rayleigh block
fading with additive white Gaussian noise. We denote by γsid
and γsisj the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
si-to-d channel and of the si-to-sj channel, respectively.
The coded cooperation is performed within two transmis-
sion phases: a broadcast phase, where both sources transmit
their local information, and cooperation phase, where a source
may act as a relay helping the partner by forwarding its
information. Therefore, to still operate in the half-duplex setup,
the sources have to transmit in an orthogonal way for the
first transmission phase (broadcast phase). After the broadcast
phase, the received observations from si at sj (i, j = 1, 2 with
i 6= j) and at the destination d, can be written, respectively as
ysj
si
= HsisjziL + nsisj (1)
yd
si
= HsidziL + nsid (2)
The channel matrices Hsisj and Hsid of dimensions
(Nt, Nr) are assumed to be constant over the transmission of
a source frame, i.e., over all transmission phases. This channel
model is considered in order to investigate the ability of the
distributed spatial diversity to enhance link level performance
in scenarios where temporal diversity is limited or unavail-
able. These channel matrices turn into scalar coefficients
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Fig. 3. Relayed information transmission during the cooperation phase.
when single-input single-output (SISO) systems are considered
(Nt = Nr = 1).
The orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels differ only
in the cooperation phase, where signals from both sources
are completely separated (orthogonal channel) or superposed
(non-orthogonal channel).
A. Orthogonal channels
The sources transmit on orthogonal channels, e.g., time
division multiple access (TDMA), which allows the destination
to separately detect each source. After the cooperation phase,
the received observations from partner nodes at the destination
d are disjoint and can be written as
yd
s1
= Hs1dz1 + ns1d (3)
yd
s2
= Hs2dz2 + ns2d (4)
From equations (3) and (4), we note that si transmits over
its own uplink channel the relayed information zi, i = 1, 2.
According the transmission mode, zi can convey two different
information: ziR, the relayed information of sj (relaying
mode), and ˜ziL, another version of its local information
(transmission mode).
B. Non-Orthogonal channels
Both sources transmit simultaneously during the cooper-
ation phase. The received signal at the destination is the
superposition of the transmitted vectors zi(weighted by the
channel coefficients) from the different sources, can be written
as
yd
s
= Hs1dz1 + Hs2dz2 + nsd (5)
III. ORTHOGONAL TURBO CODED COOPERATION
In the following, we briefly describe the coded cooperation
scheme of Fig. 1. Since we assume TDMA, all channels are
orthogonal. Without loss of generality, we focus on the infor-
mation generated at source s1. The transmission of user data
uiL, of length K bits, is performed over two phases. In the first
phase, referred to as the broadcast phase, source s1 encodes
u1L by Ca into codeword x1L, of length Na = K/Ra = 2K
bits. x1L is augmented with a cyclic redundancy code (CRC)
in order to facilitate error detection and transmitted over the
wireless channel. For simplicity, in the remainder of the paper,
when referring to a codeword x, we shall assume that it
includes a CRC. The broadcast phase for source si is described
in Fig. 2. Thereafter, generated codewords at both sources are
Gray-mapped into complex symbols before passing the SM
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Fig. 4. The transmission time of the coded cooperation scheme is divided
into two totally orthogonal phases: broadcast phase and cooperation phase.
block. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel
both the destination and the partner node s2 receive a noisy
observation of x1L. If decoding is successful at node s2 (i.e
s2 is able to regenerate u1L), it switches to the relaying mode;
at the cooperation phase, u1L is then interleaved through an
interleaver pi into u2R = pi(u1L), encoded by Cb into x2R
and forwarded to the destination after being modulated and
restructured into a space block vector. On the other hand, if
decoding is not successful, s2 operates in the transmission
mode (non-cooperative); at the second phase u2L is then
interleaved by pi into u˜2L, encoded by encoder Cb into x˜2L,
modulated and space multiplexed before being forwarded to
the destination. A similar operation is performed at node s1
during the second phase.
Notice that with some abuse of language we call the second
phase the cooperation phase. However, in this phase source si
may work either in the transmission mode or in the relaying
mode, depending on the CRC check. The cooperation phase
for source si is described in Fig. 3. The figure illustrates both
cases: the typical cooperation phase over orthogonal chan-
nels and the cooperation phase over non-orthogonal channels,
where a specific random interleaver is used to ensure IDMA
seperation between superposed sources. Unlike some minor
differences, this system is similar to the well known space
time-bit interleaved coded modulation (ST-BICM).
With reference to source s1 four cases are possible at the
destination:
1) decoding at nodes s1 and s2 is successful: the destination
receives two noisy observations of x1L, yd1L and yd2R,
from s1 and s2, respectively. Notice that x1L and x2R
form a codeword of a (distributed) turbo code, where
the first component codeword is generated at s1 and
the second component codeword is generated at s2.
Therefore, the relay network of Fig. 1 behaves as a
distributed (over space) turbo code, and the destination
can estimate u1L in an iterative fashion.
2) decoding at node s1 is successful, decoding at node
s2 fails: the destination attempts to estimate u1L by
decoding only codeword transmitted during the first
phase.
3) decoding at node s1 fails, decoding at node s2 is suc-
cessful: the destination receives three noisy observations
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Fig. 5. The transmission time is yet divided into two phases: orthogonal
broadcast phase (two time slots) and a non-orthogonal cooperation phase (a
unique time slot allocated for both sources).
of x1L, which are decoded in a turbo fashion.
4) decoding at nodes s1 and s2 fails: the destination receives
two noisy observations of x1L. Therefore, a distributed
(over time) turbo code is obtained and the destination
can estimate u1L in an iterative fashion.
The four cases are summarized in Fig. 4.
IV. NON-ORTHOGONAL TURBO CODED COOPERATION
A throughput degradation characterizes typically coopera-
tive communications due to a supplementary fixed cooperation
phase. This drawback may be circumvented by reducing the
transmission time of this critical phase. The most trivial
solution is transmission over non-orthogonal channels. How-
ever, this non-orthogonal multi-source transmission via IDMA
is limited to the second phase (cooperation phase). This is
imposed by the half-duplex setup under which the sources are
constrained to operate. The transmission time is illustrated in
Fig.5.
The IDMA technique, proposed in [4], can be considered
as a special case of the CDMA technique, where the different
sources are distinguished by means of interleavers (see Fig. 3).
Add to that, IDMA inherits many advantages from CDMA,
in particular, diversity against fading and mitigation of the
interference problem. Originally, unlike the CDMA technique,
a same spreading code is used for all the sources. Besides,
it was proved that this spreading code is not needed if a
prior low-rate channel code is used. However, in our work,
no spreading code is employed while a high-rate is used. This
is due to the fact that a part of the information, transmitted
during the broadcast phase, is already separated thanks to
orthogonal channels. The key principle of IDMA is then the
use of interleavers pisi to distinguish between different sources
leading to an iterative multi-source separation at the receiver,
described below.
A. IDMA receiver structure
In the receiver, two main blocks are used: an elementary
signal estimator (ESE) that exchanges extrinsic information
with two a posteriori probability (APP) decoders, C−1
si
, i =
1, 2. A global iterative process is then applied to recover the
information of both sources. Due to the use of interleavers
pisi , the ESE operation can be carried out by a chip-by-chip
detection algorithm [5].
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MIMO systems for γb
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= ∞ dB.
The outputs of the ESE and C−1 are extrinsic LLRs about
source codeword. The ESE computes the extrinsic information
Le,ESE using the chip-by-chip detection algorithm, described in
[4]. Furthermore, an intrinsic iterative process is performed to
obtain a distributed turbo decoding.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this Section, we give frame error rate (FER) results and
throughput performance of MIMO systems applied to turbo
coded cooperation scheme and compare them with the turbo
coded cooperation where no multi-antenna nodes are assumed,
i.e., SISO systems. For the examples here we consider the
rate-1/2 convolutional encoder with generator polynomials
(1, 15/13) in octal form for Ca and the rate-1 convolutional
encoder with generator polynomial (17/13) in octal form for
Cb. The information block length is K = 128 bits, symmetric
si-to-d channel (γs1d = γs2d) is assumed and a random
interleaver is used for pi. In order to operate at the same
spectral efficiency, for SISO setup a quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) modulation is used, while for MIMO 2 × 2
setup (Nt = Nr = 2), a binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
modulation is considered.
In Fig. 6 FER curves are given for perfect inter-source
channel quality (γb
ss
= ∞) as a function of γb
sd
, where
γb = γ/R, being R the rate of the system. This particular
inter-source channel is considered in order to highlight MIMO
contributions over a cooperative system. Thus in order to
perform cooperation continuously, an error-free inter-source
channel have to be assumed. Both sources operate all the time
under the first cooperative case described in Section III.
Note that the rate of the system depends on the overall
code rate (Rc), modulation order (Rm) and the considered
channel (orthogonal or non-orthogonal). For instance, for an
orthogonal TCCoop, the overall rate is fixed to R = 1/3, it
corresponds to 6 different time slots allocated to transmit two
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local frames of two sources. On the other hand, for a non-
orthogonal TCCoop, both local frames at cooperating sources
take 5 different time slots to reach the destination; then, the
overall rate is fixed to R = 2/5.
Adding MIMO spatial multiplexing to the SISO TCCoop
scheme yields 4.5 dB gain at FER=10−2. We note then that
cooperative systems still benefit from space diversity offered
by multi-antenna network deployment, since the slope of the
curve is changed. However, this gain is not exclusively due to
space diversity. It is also the result of better system throughput
obtained thanks to spatial multiplexing operation. Furthermore,
FER performance of SISO TCCoop system is slightly affected
when operating over non-orthogonal channels. For instance, a
very low degradation persist after 5 iterations of IDMA process
aiming on source signal separation (interference cancellation).
This performance degradation in terms of FER is larger for
MIMO TCCoop system after 10 IDMA iterations. Therefore,
more iterations are needed to better separate both sources.
Throughput performance is reported in Fig. 7. In particular,
we plot the throughput efficiency (η), defined as [6]
η = ρT (6)
where ρ is the reliability, defined as the ratio between the
number of accepted bits and the number of received bits, and
T is the throughput of the system, defined as the ratio between
the average number of accepted bits and the total number
of bits sent over the channel per unit time. Therefore, the
throughput efficiency is defined as the ratio between the num-
ber of information bits correctly transmitted per transmitter
and channel time allocation.
The throughput efficiency of the turbo coded cooperation
system over orthogonal channels is limited to η ≤ 1/3,
since two phases are always allocated for the transmission of
a packet, hence R = 1/3. A sizable throughput efficiency
increase is obtained over non-orthogonal channel based on
IDMA technique. In this case, the throughput efficiency is
limited to R = 2/5 since better transmission delay is obtained
when the same time slot is allocated to both sources to perform
the cooperation phase. The FER degradation observed over
non-orthogonal channel with respect is largely compensated
by the throughput gain. Therefore, the throughput efficiency
behavior is globally better for the non-orthogonal TCCoop
than the orthogonal TCCoop, for both SISO and MIMO setups.
This is mainly observed for high-SNR regime. Asymptotically,
the throughput efficiency gain of non orthogonal TCCoop
systems with respect to the orthogonal one is about 20%. For
low-SNR regime, MIMO TCCoop systems behave at the best
as SISO TCCoop systems, and often worst. This observation
is congruent with results in terms of FER depicted in Fig. 6.
For instance, under the orthogonal scenario, MIMO TCCoop
system outperforms SISO one for γb
sd
> 1 dB. On the other
hand, under the non-orthogonal scenario, MIMO TCCoop
system still performs worts than SISO TCCoop system for
γb
sd
≤ 2 dB.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered turbo coded cooperation with
MIMO systems and we compared it with the original turbo
coded cooperation where no multi-antenna nodes are deployed.
We studied the considered system over two scenarios: or-
thogonal (TDMA) and non-orthogonal (IDMA). First, it was
shown that turbo coded cooperation still benefits from spatial
diversity offered by MIMO systems. Furthermore, it was
pointed out that, even if IDMA process required a higher
transmitter/receiver complexity, it offered sizable throughput
efficiency improvement.
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